Grades 6, 7, 8

Cross the line if you:
- Participated in a *Cross the Line* activity before
- Flown on an airplane
- Enjoy sports
- Enjoy school
- Find school to be pretty easy
- Find school to be very difficult
- Ever received an F on a report card
- Ever had straight A’s
- Ever earned a grade that was lower than what you know you are capable of
- Believe you are respectful
- Believe your teachers see you as respectful
- Ever been hurt by someone you considered to be a good friend
- See yourself differently than others see you
- Think people have the wrong impression of you
- Are often lonely
- Feel you have at least one close adult in your life that you can trust
- Wish you had more friends
- Feel you do not have at least one close friend
- Ever looked in the mirror & didn’t like what you saw
- Ever thought losing just 5 lbs would make you feel better
- Ever felt embarrassed about how much money your family has
- Ever been hurt because someone said something mean to you
- Ever said something mean to someone else
- Ever saw someone getting picked on, but stood by & did nothing
- Wish people around here were kinder/nicer to one another
- Plan to go to college
- Would like to go to college but are not sure it’s possible
- Are nervous you will not graduate from high school
- Take care/help raise someone in your family or take care of an elderly member of your family
- Feel very different than everyone else
- Are an only child
- Have more than 4 kids living in our house
- Are adopted
- Have a brother or sister that was adopted
- Have parents who are divorced, separated, or never married
- Live in 2 different houses
- Have had a parent pass away
- Feel like your teachers are proud of you
- Feel like your parents are proud of you
- Know you could try harder in school
• Ever been afraid at school
• Ever been afraid at home
• Felt peer pressure to drink, smoke, or take drugs
• Get angry when you hear classmates use the word gay or retard or other cruel names
• Have been hurt by someone on social media (Twitter/Facebook)
• Hurt someone by posting something mean on social media
• Ever had such negative thoughts that you contemplated suicide
• Ever thought about hurting yourself in other ways like cutting, burning, rubbing
• Experienced the effects of alcoholism in your family
• Experienced the effects of drug addiction in your family
• Have had a family member go to jail
• Had more than one family member go to jail
• Crossed the line at any time today
• Didn’t cross the line at some point today—even though you could have
• Would like to have had a hug at any point today

Note: No individual student responses were noted or recorded, nor was any data recorded as a result of this activity.